points, but at least they don’t rust (helpful for folks who live near an
ocean). Fans of Mountain Buggy love the way these strollers push
and handle the most extreme weather (Snow? Sleet? Bring it on).
We also like the stroller’s overall weight (24 lbs.). One drawback:
there is no second seat option like the Phil & Ted’s Navigator.
Best. The crown for best all-terrain stroller goes to
the BOB Revolution Flex stroller ($384, 26.2 lbs.). It
features a front swivel wheel, rear wheel suspension,
multi-position canopy and seat recline plus padded
handlebar. While not as easy to fold as a Baby
Jogger, the Revolution's two-step fold is a close runner-up.
BOB has tweaked the Revolution over the years to improve its features. The latest models feature an adjustable crotch strap, new multiposition canopy and a storage basket with easier access. The version
of the Revolution we like the best is the Flex, thanks to an adjustable
handlebar.
See the chart below for a comparison of all-terrain models.
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How top all-terrain strollers compare—each of these

models are tri-wheels with air-filled tires and front wheels that swivel.

MODEL

WEIGHT

PRICE

BRAND RATING

COMMENT

BABY JOGGER CITY ELITE
BOB REVOLUTION FLEX
BRITAX B-READY
BUMBLERIDE INDIE
MOUNTAIN BUGGY URBAN
PHIL & TED SPORT
VALCO TRI-MODE

31.3 LBS.
26.2
21.8
20.0
24.9
27.9
23.0

$400
$384
$400
$500
$600
$500
$500

A
A
AB+
A
AA

12” AIR-FILLED TIRES, PARENT CONSOLE, QUICKEST FOLD ON MARKET.
POLYMER RIMS; NOW INTEGRATES WITH BRITAX INFANT CAR SEATS.
14 CONFIGURATIONS; OPTIONAL BASSINET AND 2ND SEAT.
ADJUSTABLE HANDLE, FULL RECLINE, BOOT AND BIG STORAGE BASKET.
RECENT REDESIGN ADDS ONE-HAND STANDING FOLD, EXTENDED LEG REST
WIDE SEAT, HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE HANDLE. OPTIONAL SECOND CHILD SEAT.
FULLY RECLINING SEAT, LARGE BASKET, TODDLER SEAT ACCESSORY.
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strollers

If you want to exercise with a stroller, you have two choices: triwheel strollers with fixed front wheels, or a model with a front wheel
that swivels.
Fixed-wheel jogging strollers with air-filled tires are best for folks
who want to actually jog or run with a stroller—you can push them
in a straight line. The disadvantage to these strollers: to turn them,
you have to pick up the front wheel and move it. Hence, fixed
wheel joggers aren’t good for walking or shopping trips.
Strollers with turnable front wheels are NOT recommended for

folks who want to run—even if the stroller has the option to lock the
front wheel. That said, strollers with a swivel front wheel are great for
folks who just want to walk the neighborhood or trails. So you need
to ask yourself, exactly how do you plan to exercise with the stroller?
Another issue to consider: how young can your baby be and ride
in a jogger? First, determine whether the seat reclines (not all models
do). If it doesn’t, wait until baby is at least six months old and can hold
his or her head up. If you want to jog or run with the stroller, it might
be best to wait until baby is at least a year old since all the jostling can
be dangerous for a younger infant (their neck muscles can’t handle
the bumps). Ask your pediatrician for advice if you are unsure.
Another decision area: the frame. The cheapest strollers (under
$200) have steel frames—they’re strong but also heavy (and that
could be a drawback for serious runners). The most expensive
models ($300 to $400) have aluminum frames, which are the lightest in weight. Once again, if you plan casual walks, a steel frame is
fine. Runners should go for aluminum.
Finally, remember the Trunk Rule. Any jogger is a lousy choice if
you can’t get it easily in your trunk. Check the DEPTH of the jogger
when it is folded—compared this to your vehicle’s trunk. Many joggers are rather bulky even when folded. One tip: quick release
wheels help reduce the bulk, so check for that option.
So, which jogging stroller do we recommend? Let’s break that
down into two categories: power walking and serious runners.
Note that our pick for serious runners has a fixed front wheel; if you
want a stroller with a turnable front wheel (more suited to the mall
or light duty outdoor activities), go for the power walking pick or
see the Green Acres section above.

